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Abstract  
Chinese philosophy views experience as intrinsically aesthetic. This world view could be elucidated 
through a consideration of John Dewey’s aesthetics and features of Chinese art. Dewey’s philosophy of 
art starts with an understanding of experience as ‘live processes’ of living creatures interacting with their 
environment. Such processes are autopoietic in being self-sustaining, ever-changing, capable of 
increasing complexity, capable of generating novelty, direction and progress on its own. Its autopoietic 
character is a precondition of the aesthetic in the process of experience. An aesthetic experience is 
rhythmic, focused, consummatory, and reaches beyond the transitory boundaries of concrete existence. 
The aesthetic is not confined to what is conventionally identified as art. Most important, the ethical-
political, the natural and the cosmic all have an aesthetic aspect, as the paper attempts to show by 
examining classical Confucianism. 
 
To aesthetic experience, then, the philosopher must go to understand what experience is.’ 
[1]  
Chinese philosophy views the cosmos as an open-ended process, constituted by innumerable 
processes and sub-processes [2] of individual organisms, of activities of individuals-there are 
processes within processes within processes, sub-processes within sub-processes, processes 
within sub-processes and vice-versa. Interaction occurs within one level as well as across 
different levels. Each unfolding in its own way, they interweave, attract or repel, affect and are 
affected by one another. Harmony could emerge spontaneously in these processes, in which there 
is order in diversity, without conformity to fixed patterns or rules, and in which participants 
enhance one another and produce novelty without losing their respective individuality. In this 
paper, I propose to explore this world view by examining some features of Chinese art in the 
light of Dewey’s philosophy of art and by considering the artistic and aesthetic in other aspects 
of experience, as understood in classical Confucianism.  
Parallel to the close relationship between the doing and undergoing that comprise experience, the 
artistic, as active and purposive, and the aesthetic, as passive and appreciative are inseparable in 
Dewey’s philosophy. In Art and Experience, he uses the term ‘aesthetic’ sometimes in the 
aforementioned limited sense and sometimes to cover the entire field including the artistic and 
aesthetic in its limited sense [3]. In this paper, I shall not go deeply into the question of how the 
relationship between the artistic and the aesthetic (limited sense) works, but assume that 
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Dewey’s account [4] of it is adequate. Most use of ‘aesthetic’ in this paper refers to the wider 
sense of ‘aesthetic,’ and where the limited sense is indicated by its context, it should be 
remembered that in Dewey’s philosophy, it could only be a matter of emphasis being on passive 
appreciation; in the last analysis, passive appreciation could never exist without active purposive 
creation, and vice-versa.  
To Dewey, the task of a philosophy of art is ‘to restore continuity between the refined and 
intensified forms of experience that are works of art and the everyday events, doings and 
sufferings that are universally recognised to constitute experience’ [5]. Art products are 
embodiments of ‘the rhythmic crises that punctuate the stream of living’, born of the 
‘unconquerable impulses towards experiences enjoyable in themselves’ [6]. Chinese thinkers, 
from the time of Confucius and probably before, have appreciated this connection between art 
and enjoyment in various kinds of experience. They have made much of the fact that ‘music’ and 
‘joy’ shares the same ideograph ( ) [7]. ‘The reason sage kings of ancient times valued music 
was because music was joy’ [8]. The extension of the aesthetic impulse and quality beyond the 
scope of what is recognised as art, either then or now, is also evident in the frequent association 
of joy and enjoyment with ethical practice [9].  
There are many ways of elucidating how the notion of the aesthetic is relevant to a very wide 
range of experience, and how it is a basic category for understanding entire cultures. Hall and 
Ames have done this by contrasting different understandings of order, the aesthetic and the 
rational, which give rise to ‘the radical differences in problems and priorities between the 
Confucian and Western traditions’ [10]. What I wish to do-an extension and refinement of their 
approach rather than an alternative -- is to consider the connection between art and other aspects 
of experience and attempt to draw out the characteristics of the aesthetic, and the dynamics of the 
process of aesthetic experience.  
Normal Experience as Autopoietic ‘Live Processes’ 
An understanding of the life processes of living creatures, as ‘normal experience’, is central to 
Dewey’s aesthetics [11]. In its life processes, the living creature interacts with its environment. 
‘The career and destiny of a living being are bound up with its environment, not externally, but 
in the most intimate way’ [12] ‘Experience is the result, the sign, and the reward of that 
interaction between organism and environment which, when it is carried to the full, is a 
transformation of interaction into participation and communication’ [13]. Experience is 
continuous change, which does not come about through unilateral determination. Both the living 
creature and its environment change through their interactions. Adjustment to the environment is 
a combination of accommodation and adaptation. ‘There are conditions we meet that cannot be 
changed. If they are particular and limited, we modify our own particular attitudes according to 
them. Thus we accommodate ourselves to changes in weather, or alterations in income when we 
have no other recourse’ [14]. But adjustment to environment is not just passive accommodation, 
more important is adaptation, in which ‘we re-act against conditions and endeavor to change 
them to meet our wants and demands’ [15]. The environment and the live creature co-evolve, the 
processes interacting in complex ways to bring about the organism’s participation in ordered 
relations with its environment-this participation, coming ‘after a phase of disruption and conflict, 
... bears within itself the germs of a consummation akin to the aesthetic’ [16].  
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Dewey criticises Herbert Spencer’s ‘conception of a goal of evolution in which adaptation of 
organism to environment is complete and final’, [17] and rejects the ‘typical nineteenth century, 
mid-Victorian conception of evolution’, in which ‘evolution, progress means a definite sum of 
accomplishment which will forever stay done, and which by an exact amount lessens the amount 
still to be done, disposing once and for all of just so many perplexities and advancing us just so 
far on our road to a final stable and unperplexed goal’ [IS]. Fixed external goals (i.e. final causes, 
telos) do not exist. This does not mean that our experience has no direction or that progress is 
impossible; it simply means that neither is guaranteed, and if they are to occur, they must be 
generated within the process, dependent upon what is actually occurring in the process from 
moment to moment. The only progress conceivable or attainable by man is ‘present 
reconstruction adding fullness and distinctness of meaning’, the converting of ‘strife into 
harmony, monotony into a variegated scene, and limitation into expansion’ [19].  
The experience of the live creature is a process of interaction with its environment that generates 
its own direction and progress in continuous change through mutual influence on one another. 
Order could emerge spontaneously within such processes when a certain level of complexity is 
reached. This phenomenon is not only common in biological processes but has also been studied 
in chemistry by Nicolis and Prigogine, who develop the notion of ‘order through fluctuations’ in 
dissipative structures which form in self-organising and self-renewing chemical reactions [20]. 
The basic conditions for the dynamic existence of such structures are partial openness toward the 
environment, a macroscopic state far from thermodynamic equilibrium [21], and autocatalytic 
self-reinforcement of certain steps in the process chain. The resulting processes are autopoietic-
self-sustaining, ever-changing without conforming to any fixed pattern or rule, and capable of 
generating their own novelty. The meaning of ‘autopoietic’ here comes very close to the Chinese 
notion of ziran, usually translated as ‘nature’ or ‘natural’, but also rendered more literally as 
‘self-so-ing’ by Hall and Ames [22]. A live creature’s experience is ‘natural’ (ziran), it is 
autopoietic.  
Autopoietic processes are never static. Their fluctuations generate order, but order could not be 
perpetuated indefinitely. Continuing fluctuations after the emergence of any one particular order 
tend to disrupt that order. They may go through relatively long periods in which fluctuations are 
dampened (absorbed by the process globally), depending on the mix of sub-processes, so that 
existing order is maintained and the life of an existing set of structures may be prolonged [23]; 
but the fluctuations in an autopoietic process reinforce themselves over time, pushing towards a 
threshold of disorder and instability where their existing structures become inadequate or even 
obsolete. At that threshold, the process either ‘breaks through’ and formation of new structures 
and the opportunity of the emergence of a new order begins, or their growth is retarded and in 
extreme cases, they die. No autopoietic process can stabilize itself forever; but it has, 
nevertheless, to defend itself to its utmost, to dampen the fluctuations so that an existing set of 
structures may do their work to reach their full maturity. The autopoietic dynamics therefore 
alternates between resistance against destruction of old structures and striving to reach a new 
level of complexity through structural change. There is an ebb and flow in autopoietic processes, 
for ‘all interactions that effect order and stability in the whirring flux of change are rhythms’ 
[24]. Rhythm is central to Dewey’s aesthetics, so much so that because experience is the 
fulfilment of an organism in its struggles and achievements in a world of things, it is ‘art in 
germ’ [25].  
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Socio-cultural processes could also be autopoietic. Participants interact not only at the physical, 
biological level; these processes are of a higher level of complexity involving sign-making 
activities. Signs constituting data could be organised into information, which could then be 
transferred, exchanged and bring about changes in both transmitter and receiver. New 
information does not only reconfirm and strengthen existing information structures; instead there 
could be a complementarity of novelty and confirmation in information. Pure novelty, that is to 
say, uniqueness, does not contain any information; it stands for chaos. Pure confirmation does 
not bring anything new; it stands for stagnation or death. With a 100 per cent confirmation, 
informational effectiveness becomes zero at this point as the maximum stability attained prevents 
any new effect from being brought about. A 100 per cent novelty, in contrast, corresponds to the 
instability threshold in dissipative structures where maximum entropy production renders the old 
structures inadequate without yet establishing new structures. Information reaches maximum 
effectiveness in an organism’s experience when novelty and confirmation is balanced. 
Continuous fluctuations propel a process toward an instability threshold. When a socio-cultural 
process reaches and successfully crosses an instability threshold, new structures are formed. In 
this innovative phase, a new level of complexity is attained and a new and more complex order 
could emerge [26]. Autopoietic socio-cultural processes, like the biological processes of an 
organism, are self-sustaining and capable of generating their own order, ever-changing and 
capable of generating novelty, capable of increasing their own complexity and capable of 
progress.  
Harmony: richness and order in aesthetic experience  
In aesthetic experience, there is a build up of successive stages of experience toward 
consummation. The accumulated experience must create suspense and anticipation of resolution, 
yet one ‘is carried forward, not merely or chiefly by the mechanical impulse of curiosity, not by 
a restless desire to arrive at the final solution, but by the pleasurable activity of the journey itself’ 
[27]. In this build-up, there has to be richness of constituents. As a discussion in the Lushi 
chunqiu on harmony in flavors of food tells us, ‘The business of mixing and blending must use 
the sour, the sweet, the bitter, the spicy and the salty. Bringing the ingredients together is a very 
subtle art, each has its own expression’ [28]. Hence, ‘there is no music with only one note, no 
culture with only one object, no delicious dish with only one flavor’ [29].  
A variety of things haphazardly thrown together would not be aesthetic. It is richness with 
emergent order that constitutes harmony. In his Rhymeprose on Literature (Wenfu)-which may 
be considered the first Chinese theory of art, as a well-unified discussion of an art form-Lu Ji 
(261-303 AD) describes how when  
good materials accumulate only to issue in blemished results,  
It’s like the pipes down the hall sounding unbalanced and out of step,  
Resonant but without harmony (he) [30].  
The relations among constituents must be so ordered that ‘every successive part flows freely, 
without seam and without unfulfilled blanks, into what ensues. At the same time there is no 
sacrifice of the individuality of the parts ... As one part leads into another and as one part carries 
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on what went on before, each gains distinctness in itself [31]. No constituent stands out at the 
expense of any other.  
A composition is ruined  
When a latter passage swells to engulf its forerunners,  
Or a forthright statement dominates all that follows. [32]  
Dewey would have appreciated the claim that ‘Music is the harmony of the cosmic process, ... 
With harmony, the myriad things transform together’ [33], for he considers rhythm paradigmatic 
of aesthetic order. Rhythm is not merely an appropriate metaphor; instead, ‘rhythm is a universal 
scheme of existence, underlying all realization of order in change, it pervades all the arts, 
literary, musical, plastic and architectural, a well as dance’ [34]. Dewey protests against the 
separation in art of the spatial from the temporal, and the limitation of rhythm to only some areas 
of art [35]. For him, ‘symmetry and rhythm are the same thing felt with different emphasis that is 
due to attentive interests ... in every case [of aesthetic experience], symmetry, since it is the 
equilibrium of counteracting energies, involves rhythm, while rhythm occurs only when 
movement is spaced by places of rest, and hence involves measure’ [36]. Experience itself does 
not occur in space and time; it is characterised by space-time.  
Since the ‘unity in variety’ of the aesthetic is dynamic, the common element in all the arts is 
channelling of energies through a medium to bring about an end intrinsic to the immediate 
experience of the work of art-’aesthetic effect is due to the artist’s unique transcript of the energy 
of the things of the world’ [37]. As order in the channelling of energies, rhythm is not mere 
repetition. What is important is the cumulative carrying forward in which each successive part 
emerges from, and temporarily completes, the preceding. What is repeated is that formal relation 
of emergence and temporary completion; how that is accomplished is infinitely diverse.  
The notion of ‘vital energy’ (qt) [38] in Chinese thinking is wider than the western notion of 
‘energy’, but their closeness is witnessed by the fact that translations of the former are usually 
variations of the latter. Vital energy is not only thought to pervade the entire cosmic process-its 
circulation bringing about the transformation of the myriad things-but it is central to Chinese art. 
The artist is able to ‘enliven’ the materials she works with because she infuses her creations with 
vital energy and configures it appropriately. ‘Literature takes qi as its mainstay. And the clarity 
and murkiness of qi have particular embodiments which cannot be brought about by force’ [39]. 
The autopoietic interactions of the dynamic constituents (the artist or connoisseur is only one of 
them) in an aesthetic experience set up a ‘propensity’ (sh:) [40] towards consummation. The 
dynamism in Chinese art manifests clearly the ‘continuity in process’ and the rhythmic 
characteristic of the aesthetic. Various polarities-empty and full, near and far, light and dark, up 
and down-including both contrast and continuity, complementarity and alternation, set up diverse 
tensions to operate together to generate and sustain its dynamism. Dewey also recognises that 
polarity is crucial to ‘the interaction of energies which institutes opposition in company with 
accumulation, conservation, suspense and interval, and cooperative movement toward fulfilment 
in an ordered, or rhythmical experience’ [41].  
In a Chinese landscape painting, dynamism operating through polarity may be seen in the way 
‘the curved flank of the mountains, now convex, now concave, "opens" and "closes", spreads out 
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then folds in, making the mountains’ shi "twist" and "undulate"; the peak rises, then falls, and the 
mountain moves as it stretches’ [42]. Calligraphy exemplifies dynamism at the level of the 
physical activity creating a work of art as well as in the work of art itself. ‘In the hands of a good 
calligrapher, the brush’s movement is endowed with a surplus of shi, or potential, which enables 
it to continue onward in the most efficacious fashion. The impulse deployed is communicated all 
the way to the character, never faltering or grinding to a halt. Once the brush stroke is completed, 
that dynamic continuity remains forever active in the eyes of the beholder: each element 
anticipates the one that follows, and the latter is born in response to the former’ [43]. It is this 
dynamic continuity and its capacity for renewal, when combined with the calligrapher’s flash of 
inspiration and the tonality of the text, that separate calligraphic art from mere scribbling. 
Dynamism in art is achieved through channeling of energies. The artist ‘grasps change and 
realizes order, opening channels to bring forth the springs’ [44].  
In novel writing, dynamism is imparted to certain scenes by the discrete build-up that occurs 
before them so that the reader is propelled from one scene to another. A contrasting variety is 
interwoven into the plot punctuated with reverses, creating a ‘pulse’ that adds energy to the 
process [45]. Every scene reinforces earlier scenes and flows into the next seamlessly, 
anticipating future scenes without diminishing its own interest (in fact the interest in the present 
is heightened by that anticipation). Words, in the hands of an artist, create moments of intensity 
in which the past reinforces the present and the future is a quickening of what now is.  
Focus: organic unity in aesthetic experience  
Richly varied constituents ordered rhythmically are not sufficient for aesthetic consummation, 
there has to be intensity of focus in the immediacy of the experience. The focus on the immediate 
experience against the background of the continuity of experience is characteristic of the 
aesthetic. What gives rise to the aesthetic qualities of experience is also what makes it ‘complete 
because it absorbs into itself memories of the past and anticipations of the future; ... [but] only 
when the past ceases to trouble and the anticipations of the future are not perturbing, is a being 
wholly united with its environment and therefore fully alive’ [46]. Because it is capable of such 
‘reunions’ with the environment after intervals of discord, and its life is consequently a 
combination of movement and culmination, ‘the experience of a living creature is capable of 
aesthetic quality’ [47]. It is focusing that distinguishes an experience from the inchoate flow of 
experience. ‘We have an experience when the material experienced runs its course to fulfillment. 
Then and only then is it integrated within and demarcated in the general stream of experience 
from other experiences’ [48].  
Dewey’s language is at times reminiscent of the language of organic unity that dates back to 
Aristotle and reaches its high point in Hegel’s philosophy. The traditional notion of organic 
unity, in terms of parts related to the whole in a closed system, has been attacked by both 
analytic and post-modernist theorists in aesthetics. As Richard Shusterman points out, most of 
these attacks miss the point in the case of Dewey’s aesthetics in which the notion is not confined 
to the traditional organicist thinking and is modified in the context of his process based aesthetics 
[49]. Seen as a process of what an art product does with or in experience, a work of art is unified 
not in the sense of being a bounded entity, but in the sense of being an ordered development or 
process of growth in which each constituent evolves and unfolds into the work of art-there is 
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unity in an evolving continuum that stretches into infinity. Each constituent gains a unique 
significance and value in relation to one another and to the evolving process it constitutes. At its 
best, our enjoyment of an object as a work of art is an experience of aesthetic consummation 
which focuses the processes of experience like a holograph (in which a three-dimensional image 
appears suspended behind a photographic plate, while at the same time each small chip that 
makes up the plate gives the whole image from certain angles) with one important modification-
instead of a field being a closed system encapsulated by a focus, the focus is more like a window 
through which an unending process is constantly brought into view.  
The focus of an aesthetic experience-sometimes embodied in a medium as an art product that 
could be shared with others-as a particular distinguished from a field, like the art product that has 
concrete existence, may be said to have boundaries. But the same art product in different 
experiences works differently, ‘it is therefore not twice alike for different persons .... It changes 
for the same person at different times as he brings something different to a work’ [50]. A work of 
art is not in any way permanently or essentially defined by one single consummatory experience. 
‘The time of consummation is also one of beginning anew. Any attempt to perpetuate beyond its 
term the enjoyment attending the time of fulfillment and harmony constitutes withdrawal from 
the world’ [51]. The boundaries of any focus in aesthetic consummation are always contextual 
and transitory. Moreover, ‘the experience enacted is human and conscious only as that which is 
given here and now is extended by meanings and values drawn from what is absent in fact and 
present only imaginatively’ [52]. What is focused in a work of art, in the aesthetic experience, is 
not confined within the contextual and transitory boundaries of its focus, but is inexhaustible 
though not indiscriminate. ‘Any experience, the most ordinary, has an indefinite total setting. 
Things, objects, are only focal points of a here and now in a whole that stretches out indefinitely’ 
[53].  
‘Reaching Out’ in Aesthetic Experience  
The sense of ‘something that lies beyond’ from which we are never wholly free, is intensified 
and focused in aesthetic consummation. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in Chinese art. 
Wang Wei (415443 AD) claims, in Discussing Painting, that the real artist, ‘with a single brush, 
conjures up the form of the great void’ [54]. A Chinese painting often creates the effect of not 
being confined to a fixed frame-the ground and the horizon are not filled in and occasionally we 
get part of a plant ‘cut ofr by the edge of the material. The dynamic continuity linking art to the 
cosmic process means that a ‘realistic’ effect can only be created in a landscape painting with a 
horizon opening out into infinity. To Lu Ji, a poem is ‘the embodiment of endless change’; the 
successful poet ‘captures the cosmic process within the form’ of his work, and ‘sees all time in a 
twinkling, and the whole world in a glance’ [55].  
An aesthetic experience continuously goes beyond the transitory boundaries of concrete 
existence. In a great work of art, a configuration of determinate written signs or paints or sounds 
opens up an inexhaustible realm beyond it, a realm emerging from, yet not determined or 
confined by, the sensible world. This going beyond is also, in a sense, a returning. For in Chinese 
thinking, every constituent part of the cosmic process is interconnected-the consummation of 
aesthetic experience, in realising this, brings us back to the beginning of experience.  
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We shall not cease from exploration  
And the end of all our exploring  
Will be to arrive where we started  
And know the place for the first time [56]  
Works of Art: expression and communication in aesthetic experience  
When an aesthetic consummation is expressed through the arrangement of material in an order so 
that the arranged material becomes a medium embodying the aesthetic consummation, an art 
product is created. ‘The artist’s work proceeds not from a finished imaginative experience to 
which the work of art corresponds, but from passionate excitement about the subject matter.... 
The poet’s poem is wrung from him by the subject which excites him’ [57]. Expression is not the 
‘mere giving way to an impulsion, native or habitual’ [58], it is a surge from within outwards 
wherein ‘the welling up must be clarified and ordered by taking into itself values of prior 
experiences’ [59]. In an act of expression, what is expressed is intrinsically related to the 
medium in which it is expressed; where ends and means are only extrinsically related, there is 
insincerity, and the product fails as art. When art is effectively expressive, it communicates [60]. 
Communication may be seen as an interactive process analogous to a live creature’s interaction 
with its environment. Communication is not mere transfer of information, in which the receiving 
party may or may not be affected and changed; nor is it indoctrination where the receiving party 
is changed in exactly the manner intended by the active party. In communication, all parties 
change through their encounter with one another, but they do not therefore become uniform; 
diversity remains and can even be heightened.  
Dewey stresses frequently that ‘the product of art-temple, painting, statue, poem-is not the work 
of art. The work takes place when a human being co-operates with the product so that the 
outcome is an experience that is enjoyed because of its liberating and ordered properties’ [61]. 
While the intent of the artist is what is immediately realised in artistic creation, his work lives 
only in communication-when it operates in the experience of others. ‘The process of art in 
production is related to the aesthetic in perception organically.... Until the artist is satisfied in 
perception with what he is doing, he continues shaping and reshaping’ [62]. To appreciate the 
result, ‘a beholder must create his own experience. And his creation must include relations 
comparable to those that the original producer underwent. They are not the same in any literal 
sense. But with the perceiver, as with the artist, there must be an ordering of the elements of the 
whole that is in form, although not in details, the same as the process of organization the creator 
of the work consciously experienced’ [63].  
Communication that involves some kind of ‘resonance’ and brings about mutual transformation 
(xianghu ganying) is critical in Chinese art. The tensions and dynamism embodied in artistic 
creations express the configuration of energies in the process of artistic creation and stimulate 
further configuration of energies in the process of performance and appreciation [64]. Without 
communication,  
words ... cast upon diminished rhymes,  
And to the furthest reach must rise alone.  
Looking down there is emptiness, no friend to be found,  
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Looking up to vast space, nothing to be met. [65]  
Communication in art begins with the senses and expands into total engagement of the 
participants-Zong Bing (375-443 AD) describes this as ‘the responding of the eyes, meeting of 
hearts-and-minds’ (yingmu huixin) [66].  
Art as ‘World-Making’  
Works of art concentrate and expand experience. They not only bear the imprint of the 
‘collective individuality of a culture’ and reflect ‘the emotions and ideas that are associated with 
the chief institutions of social life’ [67]; they are also ‘marvelous aids in the creation of ... a 
unified collective life’ [68]. Expression of experience is public and communicating [69]. What is 
expressed has been shaped by both the living and the dead; when expressed, it in turn shapes the 
experiences of the living and the unborn.  
Embracing endless distance, it leaves no obstruction,  
Crossing countless years, it fords the stream.  
Mapping pathways for future generations,  
To emulate the worthy ancients. [70]  
For Dewey, as for the ancient Chinese, ‘all art is a process of making the world a different place 
to live’ [71]-it is ethical-political.  
The link between art and ethical-political experience has a long history in Chinese thought. Li 
Zehou argues that the main problematic in theories of Chinese art is not the question of how 
beauty is related to truth, since Chinese art is not representative; but a question about how art is 
to be reconciled with the needs of ethical-political teachings-that is, a question of how beauty is 
related to the good. Considering two possible etymological explications of the character used to 
translate ‘beauty’, mei-’if the goat is big, then it’s beautiful’ or ‘the goat people are beautiful’-he 
traces the early development of art in China in the interweaving of individual direct experience 
(related to taste-if the goat is big, it is tasty) with collective experience as distilled and reinforced 
in primitive religious rituals (the ‘goat people’ refers to shamans wearing head-dresses with 
goat’s horns) [72].  
Dewey points out that ‘art is the extension of the power of rites and ceremonies to unite men, 
through a shared celebration, to all incidents and scenes of life’ [73]. Art is an important aspect 
of the process of civilisation which Li Zehou calls ‘natural humanization’, ziran de renhua; while 
Dewey views civilisation as ‘instruction in the arts of life’-not merely conveying information, 
but communicating and participating ‘in values of life by means of the imagination, and works of 
art are the most intimate and energetic means of aiding individuals to share in the arts of living’ 
[74]. In the same spirit, John Ruskin expounds-with great eloquence in ‘The nature of Gothic’ 
[75]how taste, as appreciation of that which realises human creativity, is a moral as well as 
aesthetic sense. Dewey and the ancient Chinese thinkers would have agreed: art is not so much 
about the making of objects, as it is about the making of human beings.  
Ethical Character of the Aesthetic  
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According to Li Zehou, the process of natural humanisation, beginning in the shamanistic culture 
of ancient China, is given deeper meaning and powerful expression in classical Confucianism. 
Since Confucianism has provided the basis for mainstream theories of Chinese art, it is not 
surprising that art should be viewed as intrinsically ethical and political [76]. ‘The exemplary 
person’s understanding of music is part of his excellence (de)’ [77]. ‘One who is accomplished in 
rites and music is said to be excellent’ [78]. ‘Only with a person who has attained the way could 
one discuss music’ [79]. In the Menzi, the character for ‘beauty’ (me:) is used to refer to the third 
stage in the ethical development from good (shan), trustworthy (xin), noble (met), great (da), 
sagely (sheng) to inscrutable (shen) [80].  
Confucius says, ‘I find inspiration in the Odes, I learn where to stand from the Rites, and I find 
fulfillment in the Music’ [81]. He recommends that his students study the Odes [82] and the two 
reported conversations between him and his son are, at least in part, about the latter’s progress in 
studying this work [83]. Both the Menzi and the Xunzi also refer to this work numerous times. 
But what is the content in the Odes? Though some of the passages appear to be dealing with 
individual experiences, some scholars, Li Zehou among them, are of the view that the work’s 
importance in Confucianism is because of passages which deal with the achievements, ethical 
teachings, social norms, and history of the inherited culture. As the Great Preface to The Odes 
says, they are ‘discourses on achievements and songs celebrating excellence’ [84]. This would 
explain why, according to Mencius, ‘after the traces of the sage kings disappeared, the creation 
of such odes were discontinued’ [85]. In the Analects, knowing the Odes is recommended 
primarily so that one would have an important vocabulary for getting on in the world, especially 
in the arenas of public service. ‘If you do not study the Odes, you have no means of speaking 
properly’ [86]. ‘Close at hand the Odes enable one to serve one’s father, and away at court it 
enables one to serve one’s lord. It provides a broad vocabulary for making distinctions in the 
world’ [87]. However, Confucius also praises the general ethical inclination of its content for 
‘not swerving from the right path’ [88].  
With the appropriation of the work as a key Confucian text, every passage came to be read, 
sometimes in most convoluted and obscure manners, as a normative narrative of ethical-political 
culture supporting Confucian teachings. The Han Confucians called poetry ‘beautiful thorns’ 
(meicht), goads to move the ruler to act ethically [89]. Poetry as an art form-and all other art 
forms-came to be viewed as constitutive of Confucian ethical-political teachings. The Great 
Preface to The Odes [90] declares that the work ‘puts in proper perspective gains and loss ... 
enriches proper human relations, refines education, transforms customs’ [91].  
As important as it came to be in Chinese art, poetry was not in fact listed among the six arts of 
classical Confucianism-rites (It), music (yue), archery (she), charioteering (yu), calligraphy (shu) 
and arithmetic (shu) [92]-which are all performative. However, the role of the Odes as a 
sociopolitical vocabulary may be seen as a part of rites (propriety) in the area of ‘proper 
speaking’; and as they were meant to be sung, they could also be considered as music. According 
to Xunzi, ‘music is the most productive method of bringing order to the people’ [93].  
Rites are relevant to all areas of life-our seeing, hearing, speaking and moving [94]-and as art, 
rites make the entire process of ethical living an undoubtedly aesthetic one. Rites and music are 
often mentioned together in the classical Confucian texts. ‘Acting according to the rites, there is 
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harmony and rhythm’ [95]. The importance of timing and rhythm in the rites presage a whole 
host of complex connections and contrasts. Drawing support from early explications in the 
Shuowen Jiezi of li as ‘movement of reenactment’, Kenneth DeWoskin describes it with the 
unconventional term ‘program’, thereby emphasising the relationship between music, dance, and 
re-enactments in a broader context than religious rituals [96].  
According to DeWoskin, among the modern art forms, music is the earliest to receive 
philosophical treatment by Chinese thinkers. Its philosophical importance is very much due to its 
perceived inseparability from the political-ethical sphere, and its special affinity with the cosmic 
process. ‘The greatest music share the harmony of the cosmic process’ [97]. Music is associated 
with ‘learning the way’ [98]; ‘hearing the Master’s music, one knows his excellence (de’ [99]. In 
a passage expounding what he would do if given the reins of government, Confucius says that ‘if 
rites and music do not flourish, then punishment will not hit the mark; if punishment does not hit 
the mark, then the people would not know how to behave’ [100]. The Book of Rites [101] has a 
chapter on music with a passage explaining that ‘the ancient kings established the rites and 
music, not to indulge the physical senses, but to teach the people to distinguish good from bad, 
and to return to the proper human way’ [102]. Music appropriately played in various 
circumstances is described as bringing harmony to all relationships, from family to rulers and 
subjects [103]. There are even attempts to relate specific kinds of music with specific kinds of 
government and the success or failure of their rule [104]. As Li Zehou points out, such 
exaggerated attempts tend to undermine the credibility of a suggestion that is not entirely without 
merit [105].  
Is Art an Instrument for Ethical Purposes?  
DeWoskin claims that there is a divergence of views-on what music signifies, how it signifies, 
how it affects people, and to what use it might be put-stemming from two positions established 
by Zhuangzi and Confucius. The former is said to see art as a means of personal expression and 
communication of the ineffable; while the latter is said to see art as an instrument of education, 
maintenance of social order and a repository of normative social values [106]. While such a 
distinction might have its heuristic purpose in art history, classical Confucianism is in fact not 
guilty of that bias. Both aspects of art are present in a creative tension in which each requires the 
other for enhanced effect. Though there is a tendency among some latter Confucians to see the 
essential purpose of art as assisting in the cultivation of the ethical person; such extreme 
instrumentalism is foreign to the classical Confucian world view. Rather, like artistic and 
aesthetic activities, ethical and political activities all arise from the same source of sensitivity and 
creativity in human living experience, they all have an aesthetic aspect.  
Li Zehou analyses this in terms of the ‘natural humanisation’ which, in classical Confucianism, 
takes the form of ‘humanising’ our natural feelings with rites, music and other Zhou cultural 
legacy which Confucius has attempted to revive and promote. However, the attempted ‘revival’ 
is not mere repetition, for Confucius has deepened the direct personal experiential source and 
extended the pragmatic scope of these cultural forms which he has turned into ethical praxis. 
What was previously behaviour only expected of an aristocracy has become something that even 
the poorest and lowest could, and should, aspire to. The ‘sacred’ legacy of rites is to be made 
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effective in the secular. Outward confirmation is deemed no longer sufficient, the rites [107]-as 
ethical praxis-must have its source in ren, a person’s intrinsic relatedness [108].  
Given the intrinsic relatedness of the person and the centrality of this in Confucian ethics, the life 
process is both aesthetic and ethical. As part of the life process, artistic activities are also 
intrinsically ethical. ‘Set your sights on the way, bolster yourself with excellence, lean upon your 
ren, and sojourn in the arts’ [109]. The arts are an indispensable part of ethical learning and 
living as an exemplary person [110]. Ethical cultivation can only take place in the context of 
experience, and art, both its creation and its appreciation, extends the scope of experience in 
which a person cultivates herself ethically. Art refines and habituates sensibilities that are crucial 
to a person’s ethical experience; those sensibilities in turn deepen one’s capacity for artistic 
creation and aesthetic appreciation. It is not so much art is a means to an ethical life; but rather, 
true art is ethical, and true ethical living is aesthetic.  
Poetry of great Chinese poets, like Du Fu embodies, among other things, their ethical experience. 
His deep concern for, and acute perceptiveness of, what was happening in the world around him-
resulting in works of art about the experience of the people of his time that still move us so many 
centuries later-could be traced to his intrinsic relatedness. ‘If a person is not ren, what has he to 
do with music?’ [111]. One’s intrinsic relatedness, ren, when adequately cultivated, puts one in 
empathic communication with others so that one experiences the world in ways in which an 
isolated self could never experience. Artistic creation captures experiences, which are 
simultaneously aesthetic and ethical, in art products which would stimulate, for one appreciating 
them, an experience continuing from and communicatively resonating with the process in which 
the art products came into existence. A continuous process links one who creates and one who 
appreciates. This process combining creating with the appreciating in different ways in a series 
of experiences constitute a work of art. Someone appreciating-in classical Confucianism this 
usually takes the form of performing-a work of art, created in an intrinsically ethical experience, 
would also be transformed by the artist’s ethical experience. From art ‘covering the stones and 
bronzes, excellence (de) expands, and it flows ever renewed from the melodies of pipes and 
strings’ [112].  
The Cosmic Process as Art  
Chinese art substantiates Dewey’s claim that ‘underneath the rhythm of every art and of every 
work of art, there lies, as a substratum in the depths of subconsciousness, the basic pattern of 
relations of the live creature to his environment ... naturalism in the broadest and deepest sense 
of nature is a necessity of all great art’ [113]. The dynamism-working through contrasts and 
alternations between polarities-that animates works of art has its source in nature. ‘The sun and 
the moon alternates, light is born therefrom ... heat and cold alternates, and the seasons are born 
therefrom’ [114]. Just as the string instrument (qin), when left in the hills and mountains, creates 
a music of its own, it is in nature, travelling the circuit of the four seasons, apprehending the vast 
complexity of the world and its objects, that the artist begins his creative act.  
The channelling of vital energy (qt) in artistic creation is a continuation of the spontaneous 
circulation of qi in the cosmic process. Condensing and expanding, constantly circulating, qi 
transforms all things. Since there is no creatio ex nihilo, this transformation of things is also the 
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creativity in nature. Where the circulation of qi is most intense, the transformations are most 
profound. The ancient art of geomancy is the study of ‘lifelines’-sometimes called ‘dragons’ 
pulses’ or ‘dragons’ veins,’ (longmai)-created by the circulation of qi. These lifelines follow no 
rigid route or pre-established model; but they structure all space, permeating it with dynamic 
power. The physical terrain creates relatively fixed spots [115]-sometimes called ‘dragons’ 
dens’, longxue-to which ‘lifelines’ constantly approach, bringing from afar, in its constant 
movement, the influx of energy that saturates and gives life to the spot.  
Thus, as Jullien shows, space, and hence any landscape, is also conceived by the Chinese as a 
perpetual set-up which puts to work the original vitality of nature [116]. This helps to explain the 
orientation of Chinese landscape painting, and why the genre came to be so important in the 
history of Chinese painting. Landscape and metaphors of landscape also have an important place 
in other areas of Chinese art. In its scale and its ubiquity, landscape allows the artist to discover, 
directly experience and express, the elemental and continuous course of cosmic pulsation.  
In Chinese thinking, art, ethical practice, and natural phenomena are all processes of 
actualisation which produce a particular configuration of the dynamism inherent in the greater 
cosmic process. They are informed by, and simultaneously contribute to, the cosmic process. Qi, 
as vital energy, pervades the cosmic process and animates both artistic and ethical experiences 
[117]. ‘Thus, the music’s purity and clarity emulates the celestial firmament, the breadth and 
greatness emulates the earth, the dancers’ poses and position, their revolutions and movements 
resemble the four seasons’ [118]. Dao, the way, may be seen as the cosmic process itself; 
excellence (de), in focusing dao [119], actualises the cosmic energies in bringing about ethical 
results.  
We find the influence of excellence compared with the wind, a natural phenomenon [120]. ‘The 
exemplary person patterns the cosmic process’ [121], and the exemplary person and the sage are 
compared to the sun and the moon [122]. One who rules with de can be compared to the North 
Star [123]. The sage is said to emulate the efficacy in the transformations of the cosmic process 
[124]. Yao was praised as a great ruler because he modelled himself on the vigorous aspect of 
cosmic process (tian) [125]. Wisdom (zhi) is associated with water; intrinsic relatedness (ren) 
with mountains [126]. In Zong Bing’s Introduction to Painting Landscapes (Huashanshuixu)-one 
of the most important essays on Chinese landscape painting-those who are ren enjoy the 
mountains and waters whose forms exemplify the beauty of the way (dao), even as those who are 
ethically accomplished understand the sages’ spiritual modeling of the way [127].  
In Francois Jullien’s view, the Chinese dragon is symbolic of the dynamism central to Chinese 
aesthetics [128]. I think he is certainly right that, in so far as the dragon is symbolic of the 
aesthetic and ubiquitous in Chinese culture, that ‘art is experience and experience is art’ is a key 
idea for understanding that culture.  
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